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Disclaimer 

The contents in this book are for educational purposes only. 

You follow the advice at your own risk. This book should in no way replace 
professional help if that is what is needed in your case. If you suspect you 
have a condition requiring such treatment, you are encouraged to seek 
professional help before engaging in the practices included.

While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in 
this book, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any respon-
sibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.
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YOUR HOST JOHANNES

Johannes (AKA Hans) is one 
of the worlds leading experts 
on male sexuality and Tantra 
and well known for helping 
men to gain top sexual stam-
ina using only NATURAL 
METHODS such as guiding 
men to tap into the energetic 
structures of the body and 
how to harness the sexual 
energy for rapid self devel-
opment.

Johannes is against us-
ing desensitizing sprays, 
creams, thick condoms and 
other methods which only 
worsen mens ability to feel 
and embrace sexual energy.
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Tara is the Tantric goddess of compassion and healing and can be called 
upon in any time of need or distress
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What is 
Sublimation?

SEXUAL STAMINA INTENSIVE

Sublimation

In this week I will introduce you to some fundamental secrets of sublima-
tion.

This is essential knowledge that will completely change the way you view 
sexuality and sexual energy. It’s a fascinating paradigm, and for many of 
you it might provide you with a completely new way of experiencing sexual-
ity. The knowledge that I will give you today is like a map of the terrain – a 
map of the energy flow and latent potential of the human being. This map 
will give you an overview of how sexual energy FLOWS in the body and 
how we can use sexual energy for personal development. 

Tantra teaches us that our fundamental life energy “sleeps” at the bottom of 
our spine in something called the earth chakra. This energy is symbolically 
represented as a coiled up snake called KUNDALINI SHAKTI. 
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Now up along our spine we have 7 energy centers called chakras. These 
energy centers are like command centers and they each have different 
responsibilities in coordinating physical and psychic processes in the body. 
Each chakra gets progressively more complex and refined as we go higher 
up and dictates more and more subtle functions of the human being. 

Through meditation, yoga techniques, Tao techniques, Tantric lovemaking 
and many more kinds of ancient practices we can awaken KUNDALINI 
SHAKTI in a harmonious way so that she rises up along our spine awaken-
ing each chakra one after one to finally merge with divine consciousness 
called SHIVA in the top of our heads. 

When each chakra awakens we experience huge benefits, both physically 
in the form of health and energy, but also emotionally in the form of confi-
dence, happiness and joy.  

So instead of the energy simply lying dormant in your earth chakra you are 
now fully reaping the benefits of your own energy, you are transforming 
yourself into a kind of fission energy power plant where you use your sexual 
energy to harmoniously awaken your chakras and energy system.  

Now let us run through each of these chakras to give you an idea of the 
immense application of this ancient knowledge. 
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THE CHAKRAS - ENERGY CENTERS

Earth Chakra

The first chakra is called the earth chakra and is placed in your perineum 
between the anus and testicles. 

When this chakra is awakened you become more potent and your body 
becomes strong and full of vital energy. 

Your movements become more grounded and slow. Your way of touching a 
woman becomes more firm and confident. In the lovemaking itself you will 
be able to perform slower, deeper and more powerful thrusts.

When you tune into this energy you tap into your raw masculine power. You 
awaken your protective instincts and your primal sexual drive. At the same 
time your mind becomes still and you become more present in your body. 

Earth energy makes you feel grounded. You become SOLID. You grow 
ROOTS which means that you become STABLE. You will not be easily 
overwhelmed by your own or other peoples emotions, but instead retain a 
healthy grounding, like a strong tree that has a thick trunk and deep roots.

This very physical masculinity really arouses women and awakens her sex-
ual desire at a very deep level. At a subconscious level a woman wants to 
feel that she is with a physically strong man who is present in his body, not 
lost in his mind - a man who is with her here in this physical world. 

When you awaken your earth chakra you will feel more safe and secure 
in the lovemaking - and also in life in general. Your woman will feel PRO-
TECTED by you and in this way experience less of her own fears and 
anxieties. 

We are programmed through evolution that men protect and that women 
create offspring - survival and reproduction. At the level of the earth chakra 
this is the basic polar energy that is interchanged. You offer security and 
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protection and she will in her turn open up sexually and naturally feel like 
giving herself to you – either by giving you a child or by nurturing you with 
food and emotional support. 

In many modern couples the woman has become too masculine on the 
mental plane and the man is too much in his head and too little in his body. 
In these cases, the harmonious awakening of the earth chakra becomes 
the most effective healing that can restore the polarity, love and sexual at-
traction.

The pelvic muscle training in exercise group 3 helps you to awaken earth 
energy – an added benefit of performing your training on a daily basis. 

Water Chakra

The second chakra is called the water chakra and is situated at the level 
where your penis meets the body. 

When this chakra is awakened you become more in tune with your sexual 
energy, you loosen up and you begin to “go with the flow” of life instead of 
rigidly sticking to your fixed ideas and agendas. 

In the lovemaking itself your movements become more sensual and fluid. 
Men who awaken this chakra become much better at touching women in 
the right way and in awakening a woman’s sexual energy. Your pelvis loos-
ens up and you can thrust your woman with rolling movements in a way 
that really satisfies her stimulating all the most important points. Your pelvic 
thrusts become like waves that are hugging the shore. You become natu-
rally better at tracking your sexual energy and feeling your levels of arousal. 

The second chakra stands for pleasure, sexuality, creativity and the whole 
social sphere of interaction. A person with a harmonious second chakra 
has charm and charisma and easily attracts the opposite sex. You easily 
interact with people whether in business or friendships – and the interaction 
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with women becomes easy and fluid.

Your awakened sensuality and ability to interact socially through conversa-
tion and social skills will make your woman feel desired and sensual. You 
awaken in yourself the qualities of the typical “lover archetype” – a man who 
knows what women want and how to give it to them. 

When you awaken the water chakra, you start to get a shine around you 
and an ”I know you want me” glimpse in your eye. You become smooth, 
you get sexy moves, sexy body language and a pleasant and charming 
personality. You have sex appeal.

People with very activated and energized second chakras are the typi-
cal and often famous sex-icons such as Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, 
Scarlett Johansson, George Clooney and so on. But it can also be your 
local bartender or anyone that is very attractive and easily outshines others 
in groups and gatherings.  You can’t help noticing them - and so does the 
opposite sex. 

The exercise group 2 awakening exercises in this program help you to 
gradually  awaken sexual energy and to harmoniously awaken the water 
chakra. 
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Fire Chakra

The third chakra is called the fire chakra and is situated a finger breadth 
under the naval. 

When this chakra is awakened you awaken your inner fire. You gain more 
willpower, become directed, disciplined, passionate, masculine and power-
ful. 

You will get more control over your sexual energy and be able to control 
your ejaculation even when your woman is excited and hot. When you 
awaken your fire as a man, you take initiative in bed and dominate women 
in a way that makes them feel safe about you being in control. A woman 
can then let go and give herself to you, and this stimulates the polarity and 
attraction. This lovemaking gets passionate and fiery. 

In fact, it is the third chakra that starts the sublimation process and starts 
transforming the sexual energy (which is like water) into steam. In this way 
the sexual energy is transformed into love in the next chakra – the heart 
chakra. But without the ”machine” of the fire element in the 3rd chakra, this 
would not be possible.

Fire energy makes you a LEADER in all domains in life. You awaken inner 
strength and power and your gaze will become penetrating and fixed. On a 
date having an awakened fire chakra enables you to take charge and lead 
a woman. Opening the door for her, walking on the side of her that protects 
her from the traffic, always being aware of the surroundings – this chival-
rous mind-set comes from an awakened 3rd chakra. You have to be more 
alert, faster and quicker than her when together in public. Not only physi-
cally strong – but mentally present and ready to protect her with your power 
of speech and fast efficient action. An awakened fire chakra gives you the 
necessary confidence to take all interactions to the next level. When on a 
date you suggest new places where you can go. When in your apartment 
or house you know how to escalate the sexual interaction. When in bed you 
know when to move on to a more sensual and sexual level. You become 
the director of all situations. This behavior comes naturally when awaken-
ing the 3rd chakra.
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The 3rd chakra gives you a power to quickly adapt to all situations and the 
power to take the appropriate action. This energy coupled with the power 
that comes from the earth chakra will really make your woman feel protected 
and guided so that she can let go and relax in her femininity, knowing that 
she is with a strong man. Earth and fire energies are often lacking in mod-
ern man in this day and age where we sit behind computers and perform 
mental tasks all day long, and for this reason Tantra often recommends that 
men awaken their earth and fire chakras to become more masculine and to 
better polarize women by offering security, protection and leadership.

When you awaken fire energy you become a natural leader. You have 
passion and direction. All great leaders and visionaries have awakened 
fire energy. Tyrants like Stalin, Hitler and Genghis Khan had a huge – but 
disharmonious - awakening of fire energy that made people tremble with 
fear in their presence. Advanced martial artists have a more harmoniously 
awakened fire energy giving them discipline and toughness. In the ancient 
practice of TUMMO, Buddhist monks awaken fire energy and are thereby 
able to dry wet towels draped around their bodies in sub zero temperatures.

All masculine men have awakened the fire energy and this gives them 
qualities that attract women: Power, leadership, determination and inner 
strength.  

The abdominal breathing technique that you already have received is an 
example of a technique which awakens fire energy and which effectively 
sublimates the sexual energy turning it into steam. 

Air Chakra

The fourth chakra is called the air chakra and is situated at the level of the 
chest.  

When this chakra is awakened you awaken your ability to love and to be 
intimate. You become more caring and loving towards your partner. 
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In the lovemaking your movements become more light and graceful, your 
gestures are empathic and awaken your woman at a deep level. Your sense 
of touch awakens and you know how to touch women to make them feel 
loved. The heart renews the passion allowing you to make blissful love for 
hours without getting bored. You are making love with your heart and this 
is where sex turns into lovemaking, an ecstatic and an intimate connection.

Many men have a split between their sexuality and their heart, which makes 
them for example fall in love with one woman while desiring another woman 
solely for sex. The tendency to see women as sex objects disappears when 
the heart energy is awakened. Only when the heart is awakened to a cer-
tain degree comes the wish to be in a deep and intimate relationship. For 
many men the heart only really awakens in his 30’s or even later and some 
men never succeed in opening this chakra.  

The fourth chakra is the center of love. It is the seat of your deepest iden-
tity. With your heart chakra awakened you know why you are here and you 
understand what you have to do, because the heart gives emotional intel-
ligence and wisdom. Life gains a whole new and deeper meaning.

When your heart is awakened your woman feels loved and nurtured. She 
feels the power and inherent wisdom of your heart. The heart has an intel-
ligence that is completely different from that of the brain. 

With the awakening of your heart you naturally overcome all kinds of de-
pression and sadness. Your immunity system is related to your heart center 
so you will also heal a wide range of diseases caused by the lack of love.  

The exercises in exercise group 5: Distribution are good at awakening the 
energies of the heart. In these exercises you are distributing the sexual 
energy to all your inner organs - in this way spreading nourishing energy 
into your whole being. 
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The Ether Chakra 

LOCATION: The ether chakra is located in the middle of the throat.

IMMEDIATE BENEFIT: When this center is awakened your intuition and 
your senses awaken. You become more sensitive to sensorial experiences 
and aware of refinement.  All your senses open up and this gives you a 
higher form of pleasure in the lovemaking. You will feel a purification of your 
sexual energy and you will be sublimating sexual energy into higher states 
of consciousness that are very sublime and nurturing at the same time.

SEXUAL MOVEMENT: At this level the lovemaking becomes slower and 
more meditative. Sexuality and consciousness start melting together at a 
higher level. You will feel united with your lover on a deep soul level and 
making love will feel as an act of love and even like a form of art. Your focus 
turns inwards as you start exploring your inner universes. 

BENEFIT: When you awaken the ether chakra you become a kind of magi-
cian. You start following your inner guidance. You start being able to read 
situations better, easily seeing the essence of people, emotions and situ-
ations. Your life becomes a series of synchronicities - meaning that new 
opportunities easily open up for you. Whenever you need something it ap-
pears for you. People and situations come together at the right time and 
place to support you on your mission. 

BIGGER PICTURE: Opening the ether chakra helps you to understand that 
spirituality, love and sexuality are interconnected and you start treating your 
body like a temple.
This chakra serves as a bridge between material processes and the spiri-
tual realms and you start awakening higher centers in your being. You be-
gin to be interested in art, aesthetics, philosophy and refined sexuality. You 
begin to see sexuality as an art form and a deep desire awakens in you to 
purify your sexuality removing all kinds of guilt and shame.
The desire awakens in you to transform your sexual energy into other kinds 
of energy and you see sexuality as something uplifting and beautiful. 

The archetypical tantric idea of sexuality as the poetic and romantic dance 
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between two souls will start resonating with you. You become interested in 
Tantra as a way of integrating sexual energy into your spiritual development 
and when this chakra awakens in people they often choose a path of “inner 
Tantra” where you don’t make love externally but where you go for a kind of 
inner communion with the divine masculine or the divine feminine through 
visualization and meditation.  

Christian nuns symbolically “marry Jesus” and practice merging with him 
through their hearts. Tibetan Tantric Buddhist monks connect with the di-
vine feminine through meditation and inner visualization rituals.
When you awaken this level you can attain states of orgasm that go through 
all your energy bodies giving you deep spiritual states of union with the 
universe and the lovemaking becomes a deep and mystical union between 
masculine and feminine. 

The Third Eye

LOCATION: The third eye is located in the forehead between and a bit 
above the eyebrows 

IMMEDIATE BENEFIT: Awakening your third eye gives you a heightened 
awareness and focus during lovemaking.  You gain a perfect and effortless 
control over the sexual energy. You awaken a perfect inner androgynous 
state where you have equal access to your masculine and feminine. This 
gives you the ability to be very structured and aware which are the qualities 
of the masculine while at the same time being able to completely let go and 
fully enjoy the lovemaking, an inherent quality of the feminine.

SEXUAL MOVEMENT: At this level the lovemaking flows in a very slow and 
focused way. It becomes a form of meditation where it is your conscious-
ness, not your physical body that moves.  

HER BENEFIT: The couple that makes love and awakens the third eye 
can communicate in a very intimate and clear way on the mental level. The 
communication is so deep that it resembles a kind of telepathy. The union 
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is so deep that the couple feels as if they are one organism.

BIGGER PICTURE:  When you awaken your third eye you develop a deep 
and sharp intelligence that is perfectly aligned with your other chakras. 

Your heart and brain find an inner balance and harmony so you no longer 
are conflicted between logic and emotion. 

Your conscious and subconscious minds melt together giving you a perfect 
control over all processes in your body, both physical and emotional turning 
you into a supra conscious being.

With the awakening of the third eye and the full control over all your inner 
processes you gain full control over your sexual energy. You can experi-
ence orgasms that go up into your brain and which awaken states of spiri-
tual ecstacy, Samadhi and Nirvana. 
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The Crown Chakra

LOCATION: The crown center is located in the top of the head. 

IMMEDIATE BENEFIT: Awakening your crown center is the ultimate goal in 
Tantra. When your crown center is awakened you will feel a state of one-
ness and unification. 

SEXUAL MOVEMENT: At his level of the lovemaking you are completely 
merged with your partner – you are one. At this stage of the lovemaking you 
are usually sitting in the yab yum position where you both have your spines 
straight and your woman is sitting on top of you. 

BIGGER PICTURE: The crown center acts like a portal to the divine. With 
the full awakening of the crown chakra a person enters into union with the 
universe and becomes reunited with the source. There is no longer any 
separation with himself and everything else - a person with a fully open 
crown chakra always acts in flow with the universe and with divine will. All 
dualities disappear - there is no longer such a thing as subject and object, 
or me and that, or my will and Gods will. There is only one being and one 
will. 

Advanced Yogis can sit for hours in trancelike meditative states where they 
are completely absorbed in the divine in a state, which is called Nirvikalpa 
Samadhi.

This complete and all engulfing union is the ultimate goal of Tantra - to be 
one with everything, to connect your individual consciousness with divine 
consciousness – like a drop of water that finds the ocean. 
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Conclusion

So as you can see, the awakening of the chakras is an incredible journey 
where you awaken new possibilities in your self and your partner.  You 
might be thinking that all of this sounds too good to be true, and yes I gave 
quite a poetic description. The states I described is not something you at-
tain overnight, what I described for you is a kind of road map of the develop-
ment of human consciousness. 

The journey of purifying the chakras is a life long endeavor – BUT with a 
little time and effort you certainly can start getting results in a short time 
span. Just KNOWING a little about these energy centers serves as a kind 
of fundament, a framework for you to categorize your experiences and to 
set a kind of standard – a vision for yourself. 

You can use this knowledge about sexual energy and the chakras for 
self-development. For example, if you feel you are too skinny and not vi-
tal enough and you can sense that this gives you a feeling of not being 
grounded, you can work on the earth chakra. OR if you can feel that you are 
not assertive enough as a man you work on the fire chakra. Or if you often 
find yourself feeling empty, sad or depressed you should work on your air 
chakra also known as the heart chakra. 

Chakras have long remained in the domain of the scientifically unproven – 
a so called woo woo subject – but science is catching up. It is now possible 
to MEASURE the chakras with scientific experiments. We can now mea-
sure the energy fields that chakras are emitting. These experiments tell us 
that the main problem that we have with our chakras are that they are NOT 
ALIGNED properly on a vertical axis. One chakra might be slightly out to 
the left while another is slightly to the right. Now all our chakras SHOULD 
be aligned so that the sexual energy can flow directly through them. This 
is a vital key to self development, because in some cases you just need to 
work a little on each chakra, aligning them all just a little, and then it clicks, 
they are all aligned and the sexual energy can flow upward. 

Sometimes it’s the slightest wrong thought or mind-set that can cause a 
chakra to be misaligned. Let me give you an example. For years while 
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training my sexual energy I was not having success. I had a voice in me 
saying “I am not good enough”. A little insidious thought that was in the 
background, barely audible. This thought was creating an imbalance in my 
fire center. The moment I became aware of this inner paradigm I could start 
working with it, going into it, feeling it, becoming more and more aware of it. 
This insight aligned my fire center so that my sexual energy suddenly could 
flow through this center giving me an enormous feeling of power and self 
confidence. 

And it’s the same for you, it’s the same for all people. We all have beliefs 
and mindsets that are clogging our energy system and a great part of the 
work with sexual stamina is IDENTIFYING our deficient beliefs and finding 
out which chakra is causing the wrong belief or mind-set. In this way we can 
purify and heal ourselves.  

All of this will become more clear for you because from this week on we 
will start gradually incorporating the chakras into our daily training. As you 
energize each chakra in the sexual energy training you will intuitively start 
to understand each chakra more and more and how it affects your energy 
and moods - and this knowledge is something that you can take with you 
into the lovemaking. 

For example, while making love, if you feel you lack confidence you can 
focus your attention in the fire chakra which will automatically draw energy 
there, or if you feel you are not in your heart you can focus your attention in 
the air chakra in this way channeling sexual energy into your heart making 
you more relaxed and more loving.  The applications are numerous. 

Now if you allow me, I’d like to go over new elements in this weeks training 
where we will be incorporating chakras into the exercise group 2. 
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Powerlock exercise

In this weeks sexual energy training – exercise group 2 we will be combining 
thrusting with the fleshlight while focusing in the 7 chakras with performing 
full power locks in regular intervals in order to sublimate the sexual energy. 

So what’s a full powerlock?

In order to efficiently sublimate sexual energy to the chakras it is necessary 
first of all to get the sexual energy INTO THE SPINAL COLUMN. 

One of the most powerful exercises for leading sexual energy away from 
the genital area and into the base of the spinal chord is the Taoist “Full 
Powerlock” exercise. 

This exercise also gives you power in your perineum area so that you can 
stop an ejaculation process that has already started. 

You have already received the half powerlock. The full powerlock is akin 
to the half powerlock except that it adds many more elements that need to 
be done simultaneously making it much more complex but also much more 
efficient. 

The ancient texts recommend that you perform at least 10.000 power locks 
to gain a good control and to get the sexual energy circulating in a harmo-
nious way. Yes, this may seem overwhelming, but relax, you’ll be getting 
results way before you reach the 10.000 mark.

The full powerlock is a fundamental exercise in sexual control and an exer-
cise that you will be very happy you encountered. 

Here I will run through it step by step so you understand what is happening. 
In the training itself it is done quickly so its good to understand it in slow 
motion first and then gradually train yourself to perform it faster and faster. 

So here is the technique step by step:
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STEP 1) Stand with your feet parallel – with around 30 cm between them. 

STEP 2) Inhale deeply through your nose.

STEP 3) Now perform the following simultaneously: contract your fists. 
Press your feet into the ground as if they were claws that are trying to grab 
hold of the floor - make them feel as if they are sucking themselves onto 
the floor. 

Then you do the following: close your eyes, clench your teeth and press 
your chin against your throat so that your head is bending forward. Press 
your tongue up to the roof of your mouth. Make a kind of swallowing move-
ment that you stop in the throat. Look upwards towards the top of your 
head. Keep this position. 

STEP 4) Inhale again through your nose (you inhale on top of the air you al-
ready have inhaled in step 2) - this creates an even greater “suction effect”. 

STEP 5) In prolongation of the inhalation in step 4, contract all your muscles 
together in your pelvic area - areas 1, 2 and 3. It is best to contract them in 
the order 1 to 3 - meaning you first contract the tip of the BC muscle, then 
the bottom of the BC muscle and then finally the anal muscles in one fluid 
movement so that the energy is lead and pressed backwards towards the 
coccyx. 

STEP 6) Contract your buttock muscles. 

STEP 7) Count to 9, exhale and relax.  
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Brute Force vs. Tenderness 

The full powerlock is a very efficient method at stopping an imminent ejacu-
lation and is also a powerful tool for sublimating.  In the start the full pow-
erlock feels “brutal” – you powerfully clench all muscles in the pelvic area 
while locking different parts of your body – but as you get more used to per-
forming the powerlock and you get more used to riding the wave of sexual 
energy you can start performing the powerlock in a more “gentle way”. You 
will not need to press and clench so hard, many of the movements can be 
internalized so you don’t actually do them physically, you simply imagine 
that you are doing them.
 
In controlling sexuality THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THE MOVE-
MENT OF YOUR MIND. All these outer exercises are just external GES-
TURES that you perform, crutches you must use until you master the state 
of mind that lies beyond them. 

When you drive a car or ride a bike, there is NO BRUTE FORCE. Only 
deep relaxation and focus. You make the minimal amount of movement 
necessary. When you have performed a substantial amount of power locks 
you will become so used to all the different elements in the technique that 
just imagining yourself doing them will be enough to sublimate your sexual 
energy. But until you reach that degree of perfection - do the sexercises! 
Wax on, wax off as they say. 

That was it for this week. 

We covered the 7 chakras and the full powerlock technique, which is a 
powerful technique for control and sublimation – so now there’s only one 
thing left to do which is to head on over to the training section and perform 
the training of the day.

I wish you all the best. 
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